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/stì-le/

stile
style

Complex of specific characteristics, responding to 
a particular aesthetic type, of a garment, a piece of 
furniture, or an object.



The Lisa chairs are inspired by the elegant interiors of the 1950’s and 60’s. The slimline tubular 
structure envelops and supports the backrest of both the armchairs, chairs and barstools, 
featuring a padded or wooden seat. Lisa fits effortlessly into any contract or household setting 
thanks to the use of sophisticated finishes and materials.Stackable.

LISA
DESIGN MARCELLO ZILIANI

SEDIA LISA / chair
IC-2853 NL V4 50

SGABELLO LISA / barstool 
IC-2855 NL V4 50

POLTRONA LISA
armchair

IC-2851 NL V4 40NEMO fisso h.73 
basamento / fixed base 

IC-5060 AV 81

1514

POLTRONA LISA / armchair 
IC-2851 NL V4 50
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Thanks to its large and embracing backrest, you can 
lean armchair Lisa on the table.

POLTRONA LISA / armchair 
IC-2851 VA V4 39

SGABELLO LISA / barstool 
IC-2855 VA V4 39



1918

A protagonist of refined interior designs, Lisa has a look that can be redefined 
in the finishes and coverings. The frame is available in chrome, coated anthracite, 
in a precious satin brass effect, or glossy black nickel. The seat can be customized 
with fabrics, simil-leather, and velvets of various colours.LISA

DESIGN MARCELLO ZILIANI

SEDIA LISA / chair
IC-2853 OS V4 44

POLTRONA LISA / armchair 
IC-2851 OS V4 47

SGABELLO LISA / barstool 
IC-2855 OS V4 40



2120

With Lisa Wood, elegance is an all-natural trait, thanks to the seat and back in 
curved beech plywood, available in natural finishes, canaletto walnut, 
natural oak, or open pore black lacquer.LISA WOOD

DESIGN MARCELLO ZILIANI

SEDIA LISA WOOD / chair 
IC-2852 NL NR

POLTRONA LISA WOOD / armchair 
IC-2850 NL NC

SGABELLO LISA WOOD / barstool 
IC-2854 NL NC



ME and YOU
DESIGN SIMONE MICHELI

The Me chair and You armchair boast simple and gentle features that welcome guests 
with sophistication and comfort. Capable of adapting to the various types of space in which 
they are located; the legs are made of solid beech wood in bleached finish, seat and 
backrest in padded plywood, with non-removable cover, customizable with different or 
contrasting fabrics. In the version with frame in satin brass effect finish, they become precious 
and refined furnishing accessories.

2322

YOU
2807 OS V4 39

ME
IC-2808 OS V4 38

TIFFANY h.75
basamento / base
IC-5170 OS



YOU
IC-2803 FS T3 25

METROPOLIS L 
basamento / base 
IC-7014 VF 001
piano / top 180x90 cm

ME
IC-2804 FS TC 

2524

Lords of Verona - Verona - Italia — Interior and lighting design project: Simone Micheli — Photoshoot: Jürgen Eheim



The Alice Pop collection comes in two different styles: one is more modern and rational while 
the other exudes warmth and cosiness. The Natural solid wood structure in bleached beech 
or smoke supports a comfortable, padded shell, upholstered in velvet, for a 
sophisticated, vintage touch.

NATURAL ALICE POP
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

2726

NATURAL ALICE POP 
IC-2849 FK V3 58

NATURAL ALICE POP 
IC-2849 FS V4 40

TIFFANY h.75
basamento / base
IC-5182 IS



ALICE POP
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

The metal version of Alice Pop exudes unobtrusive charm, thanks to its slimline, but sturdy legs in 
steel with a satin brass or anthracite finish. Alice Pop is the universal chair that fits seamlessly 
into any setting while the Nemo table has a Corten effect compact laminate top.

ALICE POP
IC-2673 OS V4 44

ALICE POP
IC-2673 OS V4 47

2928

NEMO FISSO h.75 
basamento / fixed base 
IC-5060 AV 81

ALICE POP
IC-2673 VA V4 38



MANNEQUIN
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

MANNEQUIN
IC-2660 81

Precise proportions and sophisticated details are the pride of Mannequin Pop. The shell in fabric 
and the chrome-plated or anthracite-coated frame make it suitable for ecletic applications. 
Mannequin with technopolymer body, reinforced with fiberglass, has 4 legs frame in tubular 
ø 16 mm chrome steel. Stackable, it inserts with style into indoor home living settings, offices 
and public places such as restaurants and bistros.

3130

TIFFANY h.75
basamento / base

IC-5181 IL

MANNEQUIN POP
IC-2661 VA M1 05



Made of laminated compact, the extra-large rectangular surface has a thin profile, which gives the Metropolis XL’s generous sizes a noble and 
light appearance. The leg and crosspiece frame is in matt painted steel in line with the top’s support elements. Its sophisticated look makes it an ideal 
solution for applications in home living and office contexts aimed at elegance. The surface’s support elements are made with matt painted aluminum. 
Swiveling and adjustable feet. Also available in the L version, with smaller dimensions. METROPOLIS XL

SMILLA
IC-2840 FK 503

METROPOLIS XL 
basamento / base 
IC-7013 VT 001
piano / top 210x100 cm

3332



The Nordic rigor of lines gives Smilla a sinuous and iconic silhouette. Its presence gives an 
important personality to home interiors and elegant turnkey solutions. Beech plywood shell 
of variable thickness. Solid beech wood frame. It is also available with a technopolymer shell, 
perfect for turnkey solutions required by bars and restaurants.

SMILLA
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

SMILLA
IC-2840 FS 501

SMILLA TECNOPOLIMERO 
IC-2841 FS 11

3534



DROP POP
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

Drop Pop, characterized by a rounded silhouette, has two side holes that lighten the padded 
technopolymer shell. Available with solid wood legs or with ø 16 mm chromed or painted tubular 
steel legs; it’s the protagonist of every indoor setting. Non-removable cover for both variants. 
Drop, in the stackable version with technopolymer shell, fits in easily in indoor/outdoor situations.

NATURAL DROP POP 
IC-2829 FN T7 30

NATURAL DROP POP
2829 FW T6 28

DROP POP
IC-2683 VA T7 30

3736



DROP
IC-2682 15

NATURAL DROP
2826 RN 11

3938

NATURAL DROP LUSSO 
IC-2832 FW 11

DROP
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON



Elegance and practicality come together in this armchair with a polycarbonate core and a padded shell that is non-removable. It is well received in any sort of indoor setting; whether 
it be the beech wood frame version or the version with 4 legs made of anthracite painted steel. Miss B Antishock with its polycarbonate shell is suitable for both domestic and indoor 
public places applications. Available accessories include a fixed or supporting textile cushion, natural beech wood frame or 4 legs structure, sliding or rocking.MISS B

DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

NATURAL MISS B POP 
IC-2802 FW T3 25

METROPOLIS L 
basamento / base 
IC-7014 VT 002
piano / top 160x90 cm

4140



MISS B
IC-2690 310

METROPOLIS 
basamento / base 
IC-7011 VB 002
piano / top 150x112 cm

MISS B POP
IC-2686 VA T6 28

Miss B Antishock è disponibile nella versione con telaio con 
finitura effetto ottone satinato, che ne valorizza ulteriormente 
il design.

Miss B Antishock is available in the version with frame in satin 
brass effect finish, which further enhances its design.

4342



Its wide seat evokes comfort and hospitality. Giulia Pop has a non-removable padded shell and 
a technopolymer core. It’s an ideal complement for indoor applications in the home and turnkey 
solutions for both the natural or wengé beech wooden legs version or the 4 legs tubular steel ø 
16 mm anthracite painted version. The polymer body version with chromed frame is a functional 
and elegant solution for all indoor settings. The galvanized and painted frame makes Giulia 
also perfect for outdoor furnishings.

GIULIA POP
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

GIULIA POP
IC-2685 VA M2 09

NATURAL GIULIA POP 
IC-2828 FW T5 27

4544



GIULIA
IC-2684 VA 81

NATURAL GIULIA
IC-2830 FW 15

4746

GIULIA
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI



The Pranzo table surface is uniform and linear. Robust, solid and perfect for all indoor living settings. It has a compact laminated 
surface available in two sizes and is 12 mm thick. Square legs 40x40 mm in painted steel. 4 adjustable feet. Available in various colors.PRANZO

ZEBRA POP
IC-2640 VA M2 09

PRANZO
IC-2417 VA 81

piano / top 160x90 cm

4948



ZEBRA
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

Zebra has a natural charm. The padded body and polycarbonate core makes Zebra Pop an 
irresistibly inviting decor for refined homes, turnkey and office solutions with its beech 
wood frame, natural or wengé stained. The Natural Zebra barstool stands out for its class 
both in the polycarbonate shock-absorbing version and in the padded shell version. Both 
come with footrest and are available in two lengths.

NATURAL ZEBRA POP 
IC-2806 FW T5 26

SGABELLO
NATURAL ZEBRA POP / 

bastool IC-2812 FW T3 25

5150



ZEBRA ANTISHOCK
a slitta / sledge frame
IC-2274 310

ZEBRA ANTISHOCK
4 gambe / 4 legs frame
IC-2273 310

ZEBRA ANTISHOCK
trespolo / trestle frame
IC-2601 310

SGABELLO ZEBRA ANTISHOCK h. 65 
IC-2546 310

Zebra is a multifaceted collection of seats designed for both home and contract. In addition 
to the multiple frame versions and a wide range of finishes, it is available in the new 
precious variant with satin brass effect. For an even greater practicality, Zebra Pop can now 
be easily stacked thanks to an underbody support.

ZEBRA POP
4 gambe / 4 legs frame

IC-2640 OS M1 05

TIFFANY h.75
basamento / base

IC-5170 OS

5352



Nature invades urban space with Natural Metropolis; a table that adapts pleasantly to both domestic and office spaces. The base is available with 
legs and cross-piece in natural beech wood and goes perfectly with the tempered, 12 mm thick glass top. The surface’s supporting elements are in 
polished aluminum casting. Swiveling and adjustable feet.NATURAL METROPOLIS

NATURAL ZEBRA ANTISHOCK 
IC-2806 FN 310

NATURAL METROPOLIS 
basamento / base 

IC-7011 FN 001
piano / top 180x90 cm

5554



Zebra Bicolore certainly doesn’t go unnoticed. The two-tone polymer body has a glossy white 
inside and an outer faceted polished surface. Thanks to color customization, it enhances home 
living environments and public spaces such as bars and restaurants. A chromed 4-leg 
frame, with or without armrests, or swiveling on trestle base, for internal use; or a 4-leg 
galvanized frame for outdoor use. Zebra Bicolore is also available in a two heights barstool 
version, with the same finishings. 

ZEBRA BICOLORE
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

SGABELLO ZEBRA BICOLORE 
h.80 / barstool IC-2560 VA 214

ZEBRA BICOLORE
IC-2272 VB 222

ZEBRA BICOLORE 
trespolo / trestle base 
IC-2611 213

5756



The polymer body in technopolymer makes Zebra a versatile furnishings application in all indoor/
outdoor settings. The external surface is glossy and the matte interior is scratch-resistant. It is 
available with a 4-leg chromed frame, sliding or trestle base for internal use, or with a 4-
leg frame galvanized and painted for outdoor use. The barstool version is available in two 
heights with a 4-leg frame in chromed or painted steel.

ZEBRA TECNOPOLIMERO
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

ZEBRA TECNOPOLIMERO 
a slitta / sledge frame 
IC-2618 15

ZEBRA TECNOPOLIMERO h.80 
IC-2565 VA 81

ZEBRA TECNOPOLIMERO h.65 
IC-2566 VL 11

5958



ZEBRA TECNOPOLIMERO 
IC-2615 VA 62

PRANZO
IC-2416 VB 10

piano / top 180x90 cm

6160



Colors play on the co-molded, technopolymer body, thanks to the combination of a transparent 
surface with a colorful one. Wave is a versatile application for indoor home living settings, 
office and turnkey solutions. It has a stackable 4-leg structure, with/without armrests or with 
sledge frame, perfectly coordinated with the barstool that come in two heights. 

WAVE
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

WAVE 
4 gambe / 4 legs frame 
IC-2266 201

METROPOLIS
basamento / base
IC-7011 CR 001
piano / top cm 180x90

WAVE 
con braccioli / armchair 

IC-2267 202

6362



Alice Wood finds in the indoor environments the perfect stage to show her silhouette. 
The beech plywood body fills any contract and domestic context with authentic 
elegance, the steel frame is available in a chrome or linen-coated version.

ALICE WOOD
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

ALICE WOOD 
IC-2845 CR 500

ALICE WOOD
IC-2845 VL 500

6564



SGABELLO ALICE h.65 / barstool 
IC-2576 VA 81

NATURAL ALICE 
IC-2823 HS 11

6766

Alice, with technopolymer body, can have Natural solid wood frame, or in steel, chromed, coated, or 
with satin brass effect finish, in different types. Alice also has a stool version, in two heights and 
with coordinated finishes.ALICE

DESIGN ARTER&CITTON



HOME OFFICE
Whether it be at work or at home, one is always looking for comfortable solutions. Simple and linear design, Home Office chairs are perfect furniture for commercial 
and public spaces, offices and home workstations. Also available in a padded version or with a soft cushion, made with various fabrics. The collection is completed with 
waiting benches and specific accessories, such as a writing desk and hooks to make up rows of seats.

PANCA ATTESA ZEBRA BICOLORE / BENCH 
IC-2768 214

ALICE CHAIR CON TAVOLETTA SCRITTOIO ANTIPANICO 
WITH ANTIPANIC WRITING TABLET
IC-2678 11

GANCIO DI COLLEGAMENTO / LINKING DEVICE 
IC-2941 001

PANCA ATTESA ALICE / BENCH 
IC-2772 11 80

TAVOLETTA SCRITTOIO ANTIPANICO / ANTIPANIC WRITING TABLET 
IC-2945 80

ALICE CHAIR con gancio di collegamento / with linking device 
IC-2675 82 CC

MISS B OFFICE ANTISHOCK con cuscino isso / with cushion 
IC-2264 310 32

ZEUS ANTISHOCK
IC-2665 310

OLA con gancio di collegamento / with linking device

ZEBRA POP con ruote / with castors 
IC-2644 EP 75

MANNEQUIN con ruote / with castors 
IC-2663 40

GANCIO DI COLLEGAMENTO / LINKING DEVICE 
IC-2940 001

6968



/meid/in/ìtali/

made in Italy
Expression that qualifies the Italian manufacturing 
system according to excellence, high specialization 
of production techniques, context of development, 
and creation of products often of district character.



SUMMER
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

With its minimal and graceful lines, the Summer collection includes tables of different 
heights and multi-coloured stackable seats. Its look makes it perfect to accompany every 
style and decor, from the domestic terrace to the most exclusive contract. An almost 
universal seat, in its rigorous simplicity.

SEDIA SUMMER / chair 
IC-2522 VM

POLTRONA SUMMER / armchair 
IC-2520 VM

TAVOLO SUMMER 70x70 cm / table 
IC-2733 VA

7372

SGABELLO SUMMER  / 
barstool IC-2535 VZ



Clean lines and extremely elegant. Chloé has a technopolymer reinforced fiberglass body and beech wood legs in the Natural version, or 
aluminum with a technopolymer cover in the Trend model. Thanks to its ergonomic seat and the product’s durability, Chloé adapts with great style 
to domestic spaces, commercial areas and public buildings. It is also available in a version without armrests. Stackable.

Modularity is its distinguishing feature. Mirto is a very versatile table, which furnishes any type of setting, from turnkey to outdoor solutions. The 
12 mm laminated compact surface flush to the frame allows for a perfect alignment of the tables without wasting space or penalizing the 
seating arrangement. Mirto captures attention because of its compact laminated top’s sharp lines and is available in square or rectangular shapes. 
Available in epoxy powder coated steel, 4 adjustable feet.

CHLOÉ MON AMOUR
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

NATURAL CHLOÉ mon amour 
IC-2831 F1 15

CHLOÉ TREND CHAIR mon amour 
IC-2638 82

MIRTO 70x70 cm
IC-2423 VA 81

MIRTO

7574



DIVA

NATURAL DIVA
IC-2815 FW 215

NATURAL TIFFANY
basamento / base 
IC-5150 IL FW

DIVA STAR
IC-2209 CR 81

TIFFANY DIAMANTE basamento / 
base IC-5181 IL CR

DIVA
IC-2202

DOMINO
basamento / base IC-5140 AV 10

DIVA SGABELLO h.65 / barstool 
IC-2285 201

The queen of color combinations. The reinforced technopolymer seat with fiberglass is combined with a backrest in transparent/colored polycarbonate and with a 
square section beech wood or anodized aluminum legs. Diva also presents itself in a special mix with an ABS chrome backrest and legs in chromed steel. Thanks to 
the numerous color variations, Diva is ideal for home living settings and turnkey solutions, from small boutiques to shopping centers. Available in a two-heights 
barstool version, for home and outdoor use. Stackable.

7776



Comfort takes all its space with Maxi Diva. The wide technopolymer seat reinforced with 
fiberglass is accompanied by a square section with legs made of beech wood for 
interior applications. Its variant with anodized aluminum legs is suitable for outdoor use. 
Comfortable, versatile and stackable. Maxi Diva is best expressed in domestic and turnkey 
applications.

MAXI DIVA

NATURAL MAXI DIVA
IC-2816 FS 11

MAXI DIVA
IC-2203 15

MAXI DOMINO
basamento / base 

IC-5110 AV 84

7978



Divo is always elegant. Its technopolymer seat is reinforced with fiberglass and has a 
square section with natural or wengé beech wood legs for internal use; or it comes with an 
anodized aluminum frame with a square section in two heights that is ideal for both indoor 
and outdoor use. Stackable.

DIVO

NATURAL DIVO
IC-2818 FS 11

DIVO h.75
2214

8180



The side openings demonstrate its exuberant style. Natural Ola has a seat and 
backrest made of technopolymer and legs in natural beech wood. It is an optimal solution 
for turnkey applications, restaurants and venues. Stackable.

NATURAL OLA
DESIGN MARK ROBSON CON LUISA BATTAGLIA

NATURAL OLA
IC-2115 11

8382



IGLOO
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

DESIGN MARK ROBSON CON LUISA BATTAGLIA

With Igloo, beauty becomes apparent. Its polycarbonate frame, including chair and 
barstool, decorates with transparent ability living settings and turnkey solutions, such as 
restaurants and venues. Stackable and with cushion accessories.

IGLOO CHAIR
IC-2357 100

TIFFANY
basamento / base 
IC-5180 IS

SGABELLO IGLOO h.74 / barstool 
IC-2358 100

IGLOO
IC-2355 100

8584



It knows it’s the perfect chair in any type of internal and external setting, because it is 
characterized by a fresh and contemporary design. Vanity is made of polycarbonate and is 
available in two versions: with or without armrests.

VANITY
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

VANITY CHAIR
IC-2652 100

VANITY
IC-2654 315

8786



Classic design, modern material; Glenda has a comfortable polycarbonate frame and is 
designed with a square-lined pleated backrest that becomes thinner towards the top. Together 
with the barstool version, it enhances living and turnkey solution settings such as bars and 
restaurants. Stackable and with cushion accessories.

GLENDA
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

SGABELLO GLENDA
/ barstool IC-2361 100

GLENDA
IC-2360 100

METROPOLIS 
basamento / base 
IC-7011 CR 001

piano / top 180x90 cm

8988



The polycarbonate frame emphasizes its elegant style. Isy Antishock is ideal for home and 
turnkey solution contexts. It is perfectly coordinated with the barstool version. Both are stackable 
and come with cushion accessories.

ISY ANTISHOCK
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

SGABELLO ISY ANTISHOCK / barstool 
IC-2353 183

ISY ANTISHOCK
IC-2352 100

9190



Characterized by a slightly concave oval backrest. The polycarbonate frame creates a 
harmony of lines. Chosen for design home living settings, it is also ideal for turnkey solutions, 
because it combines aesthetics with saving space. Spoon can practically be stacked infinitely.

SPOON
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

SPOON
2332 100

9392



Titì, defined by a Neo-liberty style backrest, consisting of two overlapping ribbons, has 
a polycarbonate frame. Its lightness and brightness make it an optimal solution for both 
tight spaces and  situations that require extensive use of seats, such as a location for 
meetings and events. Stackable.

TITÌ
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

TITÌ
IC-2330 310

9594



CUSCINI - CUSHIONS

In order to provide an even more comfortable design, some chairs or barstool selected can be equipped with various types of padded cushions, specially 
designed for each model. They range from fabric cushions that can be fastened to the seat with Velcro strips to support cushions. There is a wide choice 
of fabrics and colors.

CUSCINO PER GIULIA - DROP - MISS B 
CUSHION FOR GIULIA - DROP - MISS B 
IC-1504

CUSCINO PER ISY - SGABELLO ISY - IGLOO CHAIR - SGABELLO IGLOO - GLENDA - SGABELLO GLENDA 
CUSHION FOR ISY - ISY BARSTOOL - IGLOO CHAIR - IGLOO BARSTOOL - GLENDA - GLENDA BARSTOOL 
IC-1500 

CUSCINO DOPPIO SPESSORE PER NATURAL DROP  - NATURAL GIULIA 
DOUBLE THICKNESS CUSHION FOR NATURAL DROP  - NATURAL GIULIA 
IC-1506

SEDIA SUMMER - FINITURA EFFETTO OTTONE SATINATO, PER USO INTERNO - ACCESSORIATA CON CUSCINO IN VELLUTO V4 40
SUMMER CHAIR WITH OS FINISHING IS FITTED WITH A CUSHION IN VELVET FABRIC V4 40, FIXABLE WITH VELCRO - INDOOR USE
Art. 2522 OS

9796



/mi-sù-ra/

misura
size

The dimensions of an object, i.e. length, width, 
and surface.



Everything revolves around Zoe. Swiveling and adjustable in height barstool with gas 
piston; its base and column are in chromed steel and the seats are made of polycarbonate. 
Perfect for designer kitchens. The Twist version has a fixed height with an automatic return 
mechanism and is dedicated to the turnkey sector, in particular to contemporary style bars.

ZOE
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

ZOE
IC-2239

ZOE TWIST
IC-2233 100

101100



Swiveling and adjustable in height stool with gas piston, base and column of Day Up are in 
chromed steel. Day Twist has a fixed height and comes with an automatic return mechanism. 
Both furnish home living design spaces.
Daylight has a tubular steel frame, Ø 18 mm chrome-plated, and is available in two heights. In 
the Pop versions, with padded seat, they’re perfect for home living design furnishings, while 
with the polycarbonate seat, characterized by a chrome disc in the middle of the seat, they’re 
recommended for turnkey solutions, such as cafes and bistros.

DAY

DAY UP
IC-2307 310

DAYLIGHT POP h.80
IC-2371 EP 75

DAYLIGHT h.65
IC-2294 310

103102



The Frog Up style takes a leap forward. Swiveling and adjustable in height barstool with 
gas piston, its base and column are made of chromed steel and the seat is made of 
polycarbonate with a chrome effect disk in the middle. Perfect for designer kitchens. Frog is 
also available with a tubular steel frame, ø 18 mm chrome, in two heights. 

FROG
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

FROG UP
IC-2297 310

FROG  h.65
IC-2296 183

105104



Diavoletto kicks up a row. Swiveling and adjustable in height barstool with gas piston, its base 
and column are made of chromed steel and the seat is in technopolymer. The U version has an 
extended footrest which creates a great dramatic effect. Diablito on the other hand is available 
in two heights, both with a tubular steel frame, ø 22 mm chrome or coated. All three variants 
are ideal for furnishing contemporary bars and restaurants.

DIAVOLETTO
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

DIAVOLETTO U
IC-2290 81

DIAVOLETTO
IC-2223

DIABLITO h.80 
IC-2291 VA 81

DIABLITO h.65 
IC-2292 VL 11

107106



NEMO
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

The Nemo table, combinable with tops of various sizes and finishes, was created to meet the 
needs of practicality and compactness. Whether fixed or with tilting movement, it has a handle to 
facilitate the alignment of multiple tables and is designed for both indoor and outdoor turnkey 
applications where comfort solutions are needed without sacrificing style. 

NEMO AFFIANCABILE h.73 
basamento / folding base  
IC-5070 AV 10

NEMO AFFIANCABILE h.109 
basamento / folding base 
IC-5075 AV 81

Particularly refined is the combination with the laminated compact, 12 mm thick surface. Nemo is available in two heights 73/109 cm for the 
alignment version and in three 50/73/109 for the fixed version. Die-cast 4 feet aluminum base. 4 adjustable feet. Maxi Nemo with 4 feet 
technopolymer base is available to sustain larger table tops.

Nemo table won the 2017 Gold A’Design 
Award and the 2017 edition of the 
Archiproducts Design Awards.

109108

NEMO FISSO h.73 
basamento / fixed base 
IC-5060 AV 81

NEMO FISSO h.109 
basamento / fixed base 
IC-5065 AV 81

NEMO FISSO h.50 
basamento / fixed base 
IC-5067 AV 10



Thanks to the wide range of models, Tiffany is an across-the-board furnishing accessory for 
all the turnkey solution sector. Tiffany range includes a series of stands with square 50x50 or 
80x80 mm or round ø 76 mm columns on a square base. The model with round base 
and column is also available in the new variant with satin brass effect finish. Tiffany base can 
also be enriched by the combination with the compact laminate Carrara marble effect table 
top.

TIFFANY

TIFFANY h.75
basamento / base 
IC-5180 IL

TIFFANY h.75
basamento / base 
IC-5170 OS

ZEBRA ANTISHOCK
4 gambe / 4 legs frame

IC-2273 OS 310
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TIFFANY GLASS
basamento / base 
IC-5171 IL

TIFFANY doppia colonna. Adatto per top rettangolari 
/ two-column. Suitable for rectangular tops. 
basamento / base 
IC-5082 IS

NATURAL ZEBRA POP 
IC-2806 FS T5 27

In the Natural version the square column is made of solid beech wood, while the base is made of 
stainless steel.  In the Glass version the stands are designed for glass tops on a round column made 
of stainless steel. In the Diamond version the stands are made of a particular plastic material column. 
Tiffany is available in three heights 50/73/109 cm, with 4 adjustable feet.
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Its elegance never tires. Domino is available with tops in various sizes and finishes, 
for combinations that find wide application in the turnkey solution sector, such as indoor or 
outdoor restaurants and coffee shops. Fixed, or with folding movement with a handle to 
facilitate the alignment of multiple tables, it has an aluminum column with a square section or 
with rounded corners. Its die-cast aluminum base has 4 adjustable feet. Available in three 
heights 50/73/109 cm.

DOMINO

DOMINO FISSO
basamento / fixed base IC-5140 AV 10

DOMINO AFFIANCABILE 
basamento / folding base 
IC-5160 AV 84
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Domino clearly dominates design, thanks to the large fixed base that can be combined 
with large size tops. The Maxi Domino functionality is chosen for outdoor and turnkey 
solution contexts, such as bars and restaurants. Wide die-cast aluminum base with 4 
feet. Square column in aluminum with rounded corners. Available in two heights 50/73 cm, 
with 4 adjustable feet.

MAXI DOMINO

MAXI DOMINO h.73
basamento / base 

IC-5110 AV 10

MAXI DOMINO h.50
basamento / base 
IC-5111 AV 81
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Cross is a cross base in painted cast iron that lends itself to be customized with various types 
of tops. It is a versatile furnishing accessory for any turnkey solution setting, both 
indoor and outdoor, such as cafes, restaurants and shopping centers. Square column in 
galvanized and painted steel. Available in three heights, 50/73/109 cm, with 4 adjustable feet.

CROSS

CROSS h.109
basamento / base 
IC-5095 VA

CROSS h.73
basamento / base 

IC-5090 VB
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/fi·ni·tù·ra/

finitura
finish

Activity, process necessary for a work to be said 
complete, able to satisfy the need for comfort and 
function of an object.



POLICARBONATO
polycarbonate

FINITURE TECNOPOLIMERO / technopolymer finishings

trasparente
transparent

trasparente verde 
cedro
translucent lime 
green

nero pieno
glossy black

rosso pieno
glossy red

trasparente fumé
translucent smoked

trasparente arancio
translucent orange

bianco pieno
glossy white

trasparente rosso
translucent red

tortora pieno
glossy dove grey

rosso geranio
geranium red

fiordaliso
cornflower blue

cacao
cocoa

bronzo
bronze

blu
blue

rosso
red

translucent
+ sabbia
translucent
+ sand

grafite
graphite

TECNOPOLIMERO
CO-STAMPATO
overmoulded technopolymer

TECNOPOLIMERO
technopolymer

trasparente
+ lino
translucent
+ linen

lino
linen

trasparente
+ antracite
translucent
+ anthracite grey

grigio chiaro
light grey

trasparente
+ arancio
translucent
+ orange

tortora
dove grey

arancio
orange

verde pistacchio
light green

verde oliva
olive green

trasparente
+ rosso
translucent
+ rosso

antracite
anthracite grey

azzurro
light blue

giallo
yellow

ACCIAIO 
E ACCIAO INOX
steel and stainless steel

FINITURE / finishings

CR
acciaio cromato
chromed steel

IS
acciao inox satinato
satin stainless steel

IL
acciao inox lucido
polished stainless 
steel

OS

VB

acciao effetto
ottone satinato
satin brass
effect steel

acciao verniciato 
bianco opaco, 
finitura liscia
matt white coated
steel, smooth finish

VL
acciaio verniciato 
lino opaco, finitura 
goffrata
matt linen coated 
steel, embossed 
finish

VT
acciaio verniciato 
tortora opaco, 
finitura goffrata
matt dove grey 
coated steel, 
embossed finish

NL
acciaio finitura
nichel nero lucido
black polished steel 
nickel finish

ALLUMINIO
aluminium

AA
alluminio anodizzato
anodised aluminium

AV 10
alluminio verniciato 
bianco opaco, 
finitura goffrata
matt white coated 
aluminium,  
embossed finish

alluminio verniciato 
tortora opaco, 
finitura goffrata
matt dove grey 
coated aluminium,  
embossed finish

alluminio verniciato 
bronzo opaco, 
finitura goffrata
matt bronze 
coated aluminium,  
embossed finish

AV 15

AV 81 AV 84
alluminio verniciato 
antracite opaco, 
finitura goffrata
matt anthracite 
coated aluminium,  
embossed finish

alluminio verniciato 
argento, finitura 
lucida
silver coated 
aluminium, smooth 
finish

AV 70

VF VA VN
acciaio verniciato
grafite opaco, 
finitura goffrata
mat graphite coated 
steel, embossed 
finish

acciaio verniciato 
antracite opaco, 
finitura goffrata
matt anthracite 
grey coated steel, 
embossed finish

acciaio verniciato 
nero opaco,
finitura goffrata
matt anthracite 
grey coated steel, 
embossed finish

ACCIAIO ZINCATO 
E VERNICIATO A POLVERI
zinc and powder coated steel

FINITURE SUMMER / summer finishings

VA VMVB

VV VZ

acciaio zincato e 
verniciato antracite 
opaco, finitura goffrata
matt zinc and 
anthracite grey coated 
steel, embossed finish

acciaio zincato e 
verniciato mattone 
opaco, finitura goffrata
matt zinc and 
bricky coated steel, 
embossed finish

acciaio zincato e 
verniciato bianco 
opaco, finitura goffrata
matt zinc and 
white coated steel, 
embossed finish

per interno / esterno
for indoor / outdoor

acciaio zincato e 
verniciato verde tiglio 
opaco, finitura goffrata
matt zinc and willow 
green coated steel, 
embossed finish

acciaio zincato e 
verniciato azzurro 
opaco, finitura goffrata
matt zinc and light 
blue coated steel, 
embossed finish

VT
acciaio zincato e 
verniciato tortora 
opaco, finitura goffrata
matt zinc and dove 
grey coated steel, 
embossed finish

FINITURE LEGNO / wood finishings

FN F1 – FS FW FK

HS RN NR NC

faggio naturale 
natural beech 
wood

faggio sbiancato 
bleached beech 
wood

faggio tinto wengé
wenge stained
beech wood

faggio smoke
wenge smoked 
beech wood

frassino sbiancato
bleached ash 
wood

rovere naturale
natural oak wood

rovere tinto nero
black stained
oak wood

noce canaletto
canaletto walnut

Per ragioni tecniche di stampa o di fotografia i colori stampati possono differire dai colori reali. 
The printed colours may differ slightly from the actual ones for photo and print technical reasons. 123122

terracotta
terracotta



FINITURE PIANI TAVOLI / table tops finishings

10

10

10

570 572

82

81

81

81

571 573

87

bianco
white

bianco
white

bianco
white

rovere tortora
dove grey oak

effetto marmo 
Carrara
Carrara marble 
effect

grigio chiaro
light grey

antracite
anthracite grey

antracite
anthracite grey

antracite
anthracite grey

rovere castoro
beaver oak

effetto Corten
Corten effect

effetto cemento
concrete effect

ACCIAIO ZINCATO 
E VERNICIATO A POLVERE
zinc and powder coated steel

WERZALIT
werzalit

STRATIFICATO COMPACT
compact laminate

400 401 413412
trasparente
transparent

grigio fumé
smoked grey

serigrafato
screen printed

laccato bianco
white lacquered

VETRO TEMPERATO
tempered glass

Per ragioni tecniche di stampa o di fotografia i colori stampati possono differire dai colori reali. 
The printed colours may differ slightly from the actual ones for photo and print technical reasons.

402 410
laccato nero
black lacquered

deco wave
wave pattern

VELLUTO IGNIFUGO
fire-retardant velvet

* = quantitativo minimo
e tempi di consegna
da concordare
minimum order quantity
and delivery times to be 
verified

* = quantitativo minimo
e tempi di consegna
da concordare
minimum order quantity
and delivery times to be 
verified

* = quantitativo minimo
e tempi di consegna
da concordare
minimum order quantity
and delivery times to be 
verified

* = quantitativo minimo
e tempi di consegna
da concordare
minimum order quantity
and delivery times to be 
verified

* = quantitativo minimo
e tempi di consegna
da concordare
minimum order quantity
and delivery times to be 
verified

VELLUTO
velvet

CUOIO NATURALE
natural leather

SIMILPELLE
simil-leather

LANA
wool

TESSUTI / fabrics

V3 57

V4 38

CN 82*

EP 74

WF 95*

EP 73EP 72

EP 69*

EP 67* EP 68*

EP 70

WF 96*

EP 71

WF 97*

EP 75

WF 98*

V3 62*

V4 45*

V4 49* V4 50*

V3 58

V4 39

CN 83*

V3 63*

V4 46*

V3 59

V4 40

CN 84*

V3 64*

V4 47

V3 60*

V4 44

V3 66*

V4 48*

Cuciture a contrasto 
solo per cuoio 
CN 84
contrast topstitching 
on leather CN 84 
only
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Per ragioni tecniche di stampa o di fotografia i colori stampati possono differire dai colori reali. 
The printed colours may differ slightly from the actual ones for photo and print technical reasons.

TESSUTO
fabric

TESSUTO
fabric

VELLUTINO
velvet

TESSUTI PER CUSCINI FISSI E MOBILI / fabrics for fixed and mobile cushions

T7 29

T3 25 T6 28

M1 05

M1 19*

T2 32

T2 37*

T1 11 T1 15T1 12 T1 14

T2 33 T2 35* T2 36*

M1 20*

T4 53 T4 55

M1 16* M1 17* M1 18*

T5 26 T5 27 M2 09

T7 30 T7 23* T7 24*

tessuto cliente
customer own 
fabric

TC

06

32

13

42

01 03

33

11 12

07 08

25

* = quantitativo minimo
e tempi di consegna
da concordare
minimum order quantity
and delivery times to be 
verified

SIMILPELLE
simil-leather

TECNOTESSUTO
technofabric

ACRILICO
acrylic 

COTONE PANAMA
panama cotton

71

61

10

21

72 73
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HEADQUARTERS
1550 S. Coast Hwy., Suite 202 Laguna 
Beach, CA 92651
Ph: 949.497.0277
www.InterraDesigns.com

SHOWROOMS:

LAGUNA BEACH
1550 S. Coast Hwy., Suite 202 Laguna 
Beach, CA 92651

SANTA BARBARA
Impact Hub - Co-working Showroom 
1117 State St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

facebook.com/INTERRA.CONTRACT

instagram.com/interra_contract/

https://interradesigns.tumblr.com/






